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CHAPTER I
THE PROBLEM AND DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED
Most public school music teachers experienced in
various school levels agree that one of the most difficult and exacting teaching ages is that of the junior
high school level--grades seven, eight, and nine.

Fur-

ther discussion will probably centralize the difficulties around the problems of the rapid, unpredictable
physiological and psychological changes.

Out of this

vast pattern of the changing individual grows the problem of the changing voice which is rightly of much con•
cern to the music teacher.
Most teachers will agree that the changing voice
does present a problem, but few will venture to hazard a
guess as to how we may best deal with the voice during
this period.

The majority of teachers consequently e-

vade the issue and let the boy who feels uncomfortable
because his voice has become a different instrument
drift along as best he can.

The real problem of junior

high school music is the changing voice, and the mental,
emotional, and physical changes of adolescence which occur in both boys and girls.

The music teacher should

not sidestep these problems.
For the purpose of this study it is necessary
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that the basic principle is defined as to what is meant
by the "changing voice", and also, that the terminology
used is simple and meaningful.
During the life spa.n of an individual the voice
may pass through several periods of change.

The first

change occurs when passing from infancy to childhood.
The next takes place when the boy or girl moves into adolescence.

Another comes when the youth approaches adult

life, and the final transpires at old age.

Each of these

changes is due to physiological modifications which affect the vocal instrument.

Though the voice rightly does

pass through a series of changes, the term "changing
voice" is generally considered to be the modified voice
·1
as it enters adolescence.
It is at the beginning of adolescence that this
most interesting phenomena occurs.

The child voice usu-

ally presents no great variation in range and quality
betwee~ boys and girls, both being known as soprano or
treble.

(Most normal boys from infancy through their

eleventh year and a large number at twelve and thirteen
years of age are sopranos with the same compass and similar quality to that of girls of corresponding ages}.
1 Anne Pierce and Emil Liebling, Class Lessons in
8ingin_g (New York: Silver Burdett Company, 1937), p. 21.
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Early in the "teens" the vocal organ undergoes marked
changes along with general bodily development.

As a re-

sult the voices become different in range, power, and
quality.

Although physical growth and change occurs in

both sexes, it is more noticeable in the boy's voice
than in the girl's.
Girls, trained to sing with a pleasing quality
and appropriate expression, may look ahead to uninterrupted development of the singing voice as each new
stage of physical and mental progress opens up new opportunities.

But the boy is destined to undergo a drastic

change in quality and range--from treble to tenor, baritone, or to bass.

CHAPTER II
THE NATURE OF THE CHANGING VOICE
The voice mechanism is a complex, muscular structure, never entirely under conscious control.
sists of three elements;

It con-

the breathing apparatus, tha

laryngeal apparatus, or generator of tone, and the res•
onating apparatus.
sound production.

The lungs furnish the "windbags" for
The larynx, or "voice-box", assumes

the unique and two-fold position of a protector for the
delicate lung tissue and a··producer of voice.

The

sound produced by the larynx and resonators is analyzed
by the human ear, which is limited in its method of analysis by certain anatomical, physiological, and probably

psychological peculiarities.

The voice, as clearly

shown in observations of deaf or deaf-mute patients,
is developted under the tutelage of the aural percep·1
tions of the ear.
When it is not making sound, the larynx, situated in the upper extremity of the trachea, or windpipe,
is merely a part of the breathing apparatus.

However,

when sound is produced, it performs a specific function
for which eapecially adapted structures are necessary.
1

A.H. Mollmann, "The Underlying Principles of
the Changing Boy Voice"; Educational Music Magazine,
23:20-22, October, 1943.

These structures in the main are cartilages which make
up its outer framework and which are joined in such a
manner as to insure flexibility as well as firmness.
Names of Greek origin describing their shape are applied
to them.
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The largest cartilage is the thyroid, so called
from the fact that it resembles a shield.

Its two main

plates meet in front but are open behind, and constitute
the walls or sides of the voice box.

Below the thyroid

cartilage and attached to it, is the cricoid cartilage.
In front it looks like a seal ring with the broad part
in back ahd the narrow part in front.

Connected with

both cricoid and thyroid cartilages are arytenoid cartilages, so named because they resemble a ladle.

Extend-

ing across the upper part of the larynx and attached to
the thyroid in front and the arytenoids behind are the
vocal bands.

(See Diagram, Page

6)

Since it is appar-

ent thRt there is close relationship among all parts,
alteration in size or position of one structure would
·3
therefore affect the others.
When the boy grows and develops, the thyroid
cartilage pushes out, developing into what is commonly
known as the Adam's apple.
2

Since the vocal bands are

Pierce and Liebling, ~. ~ . , p. 25.

3~ . , P• 27.

arytenoid

left
vocal
muscle
cricoid
cartilage
thyroid
cartilage pushing out to form
the Adam's apple

The Muscles,of the Larynx
(Diagram taken from "Class Lessons In Singing"
by Pierce and Liebling)
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attached to it, they too must extend.

Therefore they

become considerably longer than in the girl, whose larynx does not alter in the same manner.

As the vocal

cords lengthen and changes occur in the boy's larynx,
his voice begins to drop in pitch.

In accordance with

the growth of the vocal mechanism this descent takes
place more or less gradually.

Generally in maturity,

the man's voice is about an octave lower than the woman's.
The voice is high or low in pitch, and light or
heavy in quality according to the length and thickness
of the cords and the shape and size of the larynx and
the resonators.

As a rule, the man's larynx is not on-

ly larger than the woman's, but it is also firmer.

Con-

sequently the male voice is usually less flexible than
the female.
During the adolescent period the entire body
changes greatly.

The boy often "shoots up overnight",

as it were, frequently becoming a man in stature within a year's time.

This period is marked not only by in-

creased height and weight but also by strengthening of
muscles; modifications of the circulatory system; growth
of the heart, lungs, and other organs; pronounced development of the glandular system and sexual organs; and
other manifestations which alter the entire physical

appearance.

4

Concurrent with the physiological development,
mental growth or reconstruction makes itself evident in
many ways.

The adolescent adopts an entirely new atti-

tude toward his fellow and toward life in general.

He

forms new friendships, new interests, his curiosity lead•
ing him to delve into all sorts of fields previously unexplored.

The instinct of gregariousness leads him to

develop an enthusiasm for joining organizations.

He be-

comes a social being instead of an individualist.

The

_awakened sex instinct is responsible for many changes in
behavior and attitudes, particularly in respect to attention given personal adornment and the interest in the
other sex.
During adolescence, the rapid development of the
larynx and vocal cords is entirely out of proportion to
the general growth.

The thyroid cartilage grows for-

ward, giving prominence to the Adam's apple.

In girls

this is less marked and more gradual, the larynx remaining higher in the neck.

In boys, the glottis or trian-

gular hole formed by the vocal cords in resting position,
doubles its proportions and the vocal cords grow longer
and thicker, occupying about two-thirds of the margin of
4

.
John Beattie, Russell Mcconathy, and Haydn Morgan, Music in the Junior Hig¥ School (New York: Silver
Burdett Company;-1930), pp. 9•24.
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the glottis.
The following table from Negus's "The Mechanism
of the Larynx" shows that the boy's larynx and vocal
cords double in size during puberty.
RELATIVE GROWTH OF THE LARYNX AND
VOCAL CORDS IN BOYS DURING THE;

FIRST NINETEEN YEARS OF LIFE

Internal Diameter
of thtl Larvnx

Age

s.;

1

Bi

mm~

10.; mm.
23 mm.

19

Length of
Vocal Cords

5.5
7

17

Relative Length
of 2 and 3

mm~
mm~

1.546

mm.

l.J5

1.5

The first physiological symtom of the change of
voice is hyperemia (abnormal accumulation of blood) in
the larynx, which causes the voice to become raucous and
hoarse.

Control of the muscles mentioned above is tem-

porarily lost and the voice is liable to "crack" or
"break".

The "break" in the boy's voice at adolescence

should not be confused with. the use of the term in reference to the "break", "lift", or "change of color" point
of the vocal scale frequently used by teachers to classify voices.
Careful investigations have been made concerning
the relative growth of nerve tissue, lymphatic tissue,
and reproductive tissue.

The sudden relalive growth of

the larynx and vocal cords is coincident with the latter.

5 Mollman, QE.• .£!!:.., P• 21.
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Reference is made to observations on Eunuchs.

Eunuchs

were employed as late as the nineteenth century in the

Sistine Chapel Choir and other Roman churches.

Castra-

tion before puberty largely prevented the normal d~velopment of the thyroid cartilages, vocal cords and musclea1
resulting in voices with the range of a soprano and the
power of a baritone or bass.

The larynx remained simi-

lar to that of a boy, the Adam's apple was less prominent and the mouth and nasal cavit:ies were of abnormal
~

size.

In other respects the bodies were well developed,

the capacity of the lungs being equal to lt not greater
than that of mature men.

Data concerning castration

after sexual development proves that the "changing
.6
voice" is a secondary sex characteristic.
Thus the two principal reasons for the difference
in pitch between the male and female voice are: the male
vocal cords are longer and thicker, and the resonance
cavities are larger than in the female.

Arising from

these two reasons there is what might be regarded as a
third reason for the difference in pitch;

the male

voice usually employs its fundamental sounds in singing 1
while the female voice usually sings an upper harmonic

note of the voice instead of its fundamentalo
6

.
ill.Q;.. 1 p. 22 •
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If the male vocal cords are tightened by the proper amount and the tightening occurs without conscious
effort of the throat, the pitch of the voice will jump
an octave from the "chest" or fundamental tone of the
resonance cavity to the first harmonic of that same cavity, and produce a tone which is ignorantly called "falsetto".

Of course there is nothing whatever "false"

about this tone, and it is unfortunate that the term
"falsetto" has crept into vocal phraseology.

These

harmonic tones of the male voice are occasionally employed by· male sopranos, yodlers, and female impersonators, although it was much more commonly used in European song tradition. 7
Negus considered that there were two modes of vibration; one being the normal voice for which the vocal
cords were close together and the air passed by separating the edges in a vibratory fashion; while the second
was the falsetto voice for which the cords are not close
together but remained with a permanent elliptical glottal opening, while the air pressure caused the free
·g
edges of the cords to vibrate.

7 John Redfield, Music, A Science and an Art,

(New York: Tudor Publishing Company, I935r;-p;-2~
g Robert Curry, The Mechanism Qf.

(New

~ Human Voice,

York: Longmans, Green and Company, 1940), p. 71.
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According to John Redfield, lecturer in Physics
at Columbia University:
The female voice employs these harmonic tones·
exclusively, and never sings on the fundamental tone.
This is the reason a woman is supposed to have no
"falsetto" voice. As a matter of fact her voice is
all "falsetto"--she has no other kind of voice.
Occasionally, it is true, a female voice will be
found that is able to produce these fundamental
tones; such a voice is usually referred to by some
such term as a "female baritone" but they are sometimes called contraltos provided the tones are not
too big.
The reason most female voices are unable to
produce the fundamental notes of their resonance cavities is that the female vocal cords are too short
for that purpose as compared with the size of the
resonance cavities; the male vocal cords are longer
in comparison with their resonance cavities than are
the female cords in comparison with theirs. From
another standpoint it might be said that the female
resonance cavities are too large for the vocal cords
to produce the fundamental notes of those cavities.
The facility with which some coloratura sopranos
sing almost to the top of the keyboard is explained
by the fact that their vocal cords are unusually
short and they are able to sing upon higher harmonics
of their resonance cavities than most sopranos.
The voice of the pre-adolescent male is due
to the under-developed size of his larynx as compared
with his resonance cavities which are. almost fully
developed. The head of the boy increases much less
in size as he approaches maturity than the rest of
his anatomy; the head and resonance cavities are nearly as large as they will ever be, while the larynx is
in comparison small and the vocal cords short. The
shortness of the vocal cords makes it impossible for
him to produce the fundamental notes of his resonance
cavities, and he therefore speaks and sings upon the
harmonic note of these cavities like a woman. As he
nears adolescence his larynx increases in size more
than his resonance cavities, there comes a time when
his larynx has attained sufficient size and his vocal
cords sufficient length that it is equally easy for
him to produce either the fundamental notes or the
first harmonic notes, and his voice "breaks". At
this period it is difficult for him to control the
pitch of his speaking voice, since the tension of the
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vocal cords is determined by the unconscious domination of the ear through the sense of pitch and not by
conscious muscular effort of the throat, and his voice
"wobbles" between the voice of a man and the voice of
a boy, to the infinite embarrassment of the youthful
speaker, or singer. As his growth proceeds still further, the size of his larynx and the length of his
vocal cords increases still more in comparison with
the size of his resonance chanbers, and he finally
speaks with confidence and assurance in the voice of
a man, to his immense relief. The throat and larynx
of the female never attain the size that it does in
the male, and, in consequence, she seldom acqures
the ability to speak or sing with her fundamental
notes; her voice does not "break" dur~ng the adolescence as does the voice of the male.
Along with an unsettled state of the singing voice
during early adolescence comes a psychological change in
the attitude of the boy.

Many boys who greatly enjoy

singing in the fifth and sixth grades come to feel during their junior high school and early high school days
that singing is effeminate.

This often comes about be-

cause of a certain disdainful attitude at home--usually
on the part of an older brother or perhaps even the
father.

Moreover, the psychological effect of a "break-

ing" voice is not conducive to favorable attitudes toward singing.

At fifteen or sixteen the boy will exper-

ience a sense of frustration over his attempts to make
his voice do the things that it was capable of but a few
months before.

His unpredictable vocal offerings will

cause him much embarrassment and unless he is wisely
9 Redfield, .2.E.• ~ . , pp. 275-276.

guided in the approach to this awkward period, he will
be disposed to withdraw from all attempts to use hia
singing voiceo

CHAPTER III
A SURVEY OF A SELECTED GROUP OF AUTHORITIES
CONCERNING PROBLEMS OF THE CHANGING VOICE
The teacher must use special skill in dealing with
the boy's singing, especially when his voice begins to
change;

not only is his future attitude toward music at

stake, but a host of other attitudes as well.

Many the-

ories have been brought forth as to the proper way to

cope with the changing voice;

these seem to resolve

themselves into two categories.
The older plan of training boys's voices, as inherited from the English school of choirmasters, was to
keep the boy singing soprano as long as possible and then
let the voice "break".

Music teachers generally feel

that choir boys as a rule are kept too long singing high
soprano parts.

Choir directors naturally hesitate to

sacrifice the beautiful boy soprano voice just when it is
at its best after years have been spent developing a high
degree of musical technique.
The unfortunate part of the choir-boy experience
lies in the fact that the vital "break" usually occurs at
the time a boy soprano is on exhibition.

He is likely to

be doing his most important performance when the "break~'
appears.

Such a disheartening musical experience may

cause the choir boy to lose interest in all that pertains
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to mueic.
School teachers must of necessity have a broader
point of

view regarding the boy's voice.

tradictory point of view has sprung up;

And so a conmany vocal author-

ities agree that the boy whose voice is changing should be
placed on the first alto part, and throughout the subsequent changes be moved to the succeeding lower parts.
Nevertheless, vocal authorities are far from agreed as to
the best solution.

Mr. William Ripley Dorr, founder and conductor of
the Saint Luke's Choristers, of Long Beach, California,
permits continued use of the changing voice, but only
with careful restricitons.

He says, "without a single

exception every boy soloist I have developed and carried
through the change, has had a m.atttre voice of exceptional quality and I have never had a boy stay with the choir
in the counter-tenor section who has not had a useful
1
voice when it settled."
The terms~'

!!!!l!-~, counter-tenor, acute-

tenor, mezzo-soprano, and contralto are all names for
the voice which sings in the range between soprano and
tenor.

Some choirmasters draw fine lines of distinction

between these terms for use in their own choral groups,
especially when their boys sing in many divided parts.
1
Harold W. Gilbert, "The Changing Voice: A Summary of the Opinions of Eight Experts", Etude Music
Magazine, 68:4, April, 1950, p. 56.
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Mr. Paul Allen Beymer, organist and choirmaster
of Christ Church, Shaker Heights, Cleveland, has had much
experience with boys' voices through his summer choir
school in Ohio and takes a practical attitude toward the
changing voice.

He says, "l can see no more reason for

a boy ceasing to use the muscles in singing during adolescent years than to have him stop playing baseball and
basketball to rest his arm and leg muscles."

2

Dr. T. Tertius Noble, for many years distinguished
choir-master and organist of Saint Thomas's Church in New
York, prefers that the boy rest his voice for two or
three years during the chapgi~g period, his reason being
that "during the chapging period, it is difficult to obtain proper resonance."

He adds, that, "if the voice is

properly produced during the changing period, there is
no danger of spoiling the changed voice.n

3

Some choirmasters are more emphatic in stating
that a changing voice should be rested for several years.
Mr. Harold Hedding, musical director of the Vienna Choir
Boys, believes that boys may sing right up to the time
the voice changes, without restrictions whatever, but
that when the change sets in (he fixes the time at the
2

!!2,!g,., p. 56.

3 Ibid., p. 17.
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age of fourteen), the voice should rest until the boy is
seventeen, lest vocal cords be injured through exercise

and strain.

He believes that only about five out of one

·4

hundred voices may safely be used during the change.

The normal, active boy of fifteen to seventeen
years of age is hardly likely to rest his voice.

He

roots for his high school team, shouts at moments of ex•
citement, calls loudly across the school yard, in short-abuses his voice upon the slightest provocation.

The

same apparatus which produces the shout or scream is used
for the singing voice, and it is therefore subjected to
greater violence than singing ever demands of it.
Although the average boy's voice undergoes chang~
during the age of from fourteen to seventeen, there are
so many exceptions to this rule that it must be recognized
that physical development of each individual boy is the
determining factor.

Mr. E. H. Barnes, who for many years trained the
boy choristers at the College of St. Nicholas, outside
of London, and who is now assistant choirmaster at Westminster Abbey, says he sang soprano in Westminster Abbey
Choir until he was fifteen, and that his voice did not
settle into tenor until he was eighteen or nineteen yeara
old.

He has observed boys in many public schools, wher•
4

~ . , P• 56.
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singing forms an important part of the curriculum, who
have continued to sing through the break without bad

·5

after-effects.

This observation, of course, pertains to English
boys, which brings up the interesting question of race
and nationality in relation to the changing voice.

It

has often been said that English boys possess milder
voices than American boys, and therefore are more readily trained in the use of the singing voice.

However,

the Reverend William J. Finn, founder of the Paulist
Choristers of Chicago, st~tes in his book, "The Art of
the Choral Conductor" that "he finds no difference in
the boy voice problem among various races and nationalities.

The same training begets the same results, and

the same vocal attributes are found everywhere."
Father Finn says, "the fear is sometimes expressed
that irreparable damage may be done to the larynx of an
adolescent, by being allowed to sing while his throat ia
conforming and reforming itself to the acoustic physiology of adult intonation.

But experience proves abundant-

ly that if a proper system be followed, no injury results.
On the contrary, some excellent tenors and basses--one a
distinguished artist--'sang through the break' in the
Paulist Choir and served several seasons as counter-tenors
5 Ibid., p. 63.
~
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before confining themselves to their natural ranges." 6

Mr. Herbert Huffman, musical director of the Columbus Boys Choir School, advocated the use of the changing
voice and reports, "in approximately three hundred boys
who have attended the Columbus Boys Choir School, I do
not know of any who do not sing well as adults.
·1
sung at least partly through the 'change' 1' .

All have

Dr. Clyde R. Dengler, director of choral music at
the Upper Darby High School, Upper Darby, Pennsylvania,
finds the problems of the boy's changing voice is best
approached from the psychological angle.

The average

boy at this period suffers such vocal inconveniences
that he loses the desire to sing.

He needs tactful en-

couragement to sing as many tenor or bass notes as he
can reach with comfort.

Dr. Dengler says, "I regard him

as a person who can sing on Wednesday, but finds that he
cannot sing on Thursday.
other days, a tenor.

Some days he is a bass, and

To his utter disgust he finds that

occasionally he has a relapse to soprano~"

In this un-

happy state his attention may wisely be diverted to problems of text and general musical understanding.

But the

boy wants to have his embarrassing vocal accidents ignored.

6 Willi;m J. Finn, The Art of the Choral Conductor,
(Boston: c. c. Birchard, 19)9');--pp:-1!5='138.
7
'
'
.
Gilbert, 2£•.~•, PP• 64-65.
8 ~ . , p. 64.

8
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Dr. Duncan McKenzie, formerly director of music
in the Toronto Public Schools has undertaken a great deal
of investigation of the changing.

He finds convincing

evidence that the changing voice may safely be used.

He

arrives at his conclusions after conferences with many
outstanding authorities here and abroad.

Junior high

school, he credits with having become the proving ground.
He suggests that not only the singing, but speaking voice
also, should be trained in the unchanged period.

The

adolescent singer may become so discouraged over his failures in voice control that he will talk himself into singing in an unsuitable range and thereby do his future
voice no little harm.

9

J. Solis Cohen, lecturer on diseases of the throat
and chest at the Jefferson Medical College, (Philadelphia)
writing in 1894, said that "during this period there
should be no systematic cultivation of the voice;

and

children at school should be excused from participating
in elocutionary or other sustained vocal exercises withW
out any detriment to their standing in their classes."
Wesley Mills, professor of physiology in McGill
University, Montreal, writing in 1913, states that the
"so-called "breaking" of the voice is frequently an ex-

9 Ie!,g,., p. 64.
10

J. Solis Cohen, The Throat and the Voice, ·
(Philadelphia: Blakiston,~n and Compan;;-1895), P• 131.
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cess of blood supplied to the larynx With possibly some
degree of stagnation or congestion, which results in
thickening of the vocal bands, unequal action of the muscles, and imperfections in the voice.

Rest is desireabla

with no shouting, singing, and as little speech as possible.

In other cases change is gradua~, and it is not

necessary to discontinue vocal practice.

While private

study is encouraged, singing with others as in school is
11
a doubtful procedure."
Emil Behnke, lecturer on vocal physiology and
teacher of voice production, and Lennox Brown, Senior
Surgeon at Central Throat and Ear Hospital, ,London, writing in 1895 and basing their opinions on questionnaires
sent to two hundred Eng~ish choirmasters state that "it
is necessary for boys to abstain from singing during the
period of the "breaking" of their voices." 12
The school teacher's interest is aroused because
he receives these boys in classes after their choir experiences and finds that many do not continue singing in
high school.

Upon questioning, boys who have suffered

the "break" are often reticent in their desire to go on
with a singing experience.

While choir directors aim to

11
Wesley Mills, Voice Production !n Singing !!!S!Speaking1 (Montreal: McGill University Press, 1913), p. 114
12
Emil Behne and Lennox Brown, The ehild Voice,
(London: Marques and Company, 1885), p~5.
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preserve the soprano quality to the very last, the school
teacher is concerned with the gradual adjustment of the
voice to its natural qualities.

And so the teacher shifts

the boy to a lower part at the first sign of lowering
quality, and continues to lower him throughout the changing voice period until he finally arrives at the natural
tenor, baritone, or bass level.

We have learned through

years of experience that the plan bridges the gap, preserves the voice, strengthens the desire to sing and
eliminates the embarrassment that comes when the "breakff

·1,

in the voice has been allowed to develop.

13 Arthur E. Ward, Music Education-fQ.r.·High School,
(New

York: American Book Company, 1941), pp. 26-27.

CHAPTER IV
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Having touched on the mechanism of the voice and
the changes attending maturation, and having presented
opinions set forth by several authorities on the subject,
the most important and practical aspect of this discussion must necessarily resolve itself to the question:
How may the music teacher best meet this challenging
problem?
First of all, avoid the use of the word "break"
in talking to students about their voices!

They are

likely to become self-conscious, or to develop some sort
of complex.

It is well to explain when the occasion

arises, that the change in the voice is a natural occurence, and is to be expected.

Teachers must always be on

guard never to be disturbed by a "breaking" voice, but·
to treat it naturally because they should expect it to
happen.
If a wholesome attitude toward music has not been
established in the lower grades, little success is to be
hoped for in succeeding years.

This holds true because

the solution or resolution of problems largely dependent on this attitude arise in the adolescent years.
Children with only a mild interest in music will be en-

tirely discouraged when the "changing voice" problem
arises.

Boys especially need to have a rich natural ex-

perience with music to carry them through this period because they feel the change more acutely than do girls.
The attitude of girls toward the boy's changing
voice is almost more important than the attitude of the
boy;

without respect for music and singing, no safe-

guard has been created against the ridicule directed at
the boy whose voice naturally but unexpectedly "breaks".
Fun at the expense of a musically weak boy at this moment may be responsible for his loss of interest in
singing.
Boys may not consider music especially vital or
pleasureable.

They often appear to be not only listless

but frequently hostile to muaieal experiences.

Their

attitudes may be unfavorable, and if the boy dislikes·
what he receives in the name of music instruction offered him by the public schools, he will dislike anything connected with music.
If vocal ideals are built in the first seven years;
of school, a boy will be sufficiently intelligent through
the period of voice changing to watch his own voice.

The

teacher must not shift responsibility, but if her teaching has been efficient, she will have developed many help•
ers.
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Dr. Jacob Kwalwasser, professor of music education
at Syracuse University, has said:
Our schools have failed to recognize and utilize
the musical gifts that the boys possess. Our schools
have taught neither music nor boys. They have taught
technique, which. the boys neither want nor learn What
makes music worth the time and energy required·to learn
it is not commonly found in our public schools. Girls
are not so much estranged. Girls, for centuries, have
been educated on a philosophy of submission. They,
therefore, take more abuse than do boys. But I shall
not proclaim that girls enjoy music, as music is presented in our schools today. They merely resent it
less.
Titles and the majority of song topics may·not
be considered the vital, the forceful, the rugged, the
virile, and the powerful things of life. Boys do not
dislike music: they dislike the emaciated stuff which
they are getting in place of music.
Too frequently a class of children is asked to
read parts before many of them have learned to read
unison songs. There is a tendency to assign the lower parts in part singing to the boys. The lower part
is likely to be musically even more sterile than the,
upper part and therefore more difficult. The boy
must feel that he is being discriminated against, for
in the light of the effort he is making, he gets less
enjoyment than the girl. It is patent that most of
the interest in a song is likely to be contained in
the melody. The boy dislikes the music period because, among other things, he is assigned a more un•
interesting and a more difficult part to sing.
The two evils just described explain a good
share of the boy problem. Of the minor causes, such
as smooth, soft singing, and the use of head-tone
only, must be added the absence of a proportionate
number of male teachers in the elementary school. On
the continent this practice is an established one,
but unfortunately relatively few men are at present
engaged in the elementary schools of the United States.
They would bring to music education a needed strength
and virility. Their presence would dispel the suspi•
cion which now resides in the minds of many elementary school boys concerning singing as a proper activity for males. Thus the boys would react toward

music with the same feeling and enthusiasm as they do
toward athletics--a department in which they already,
in many cases at least, enjoy a proper amount of male
guidance and companionship.
Our material and procedures must be brought into closer kinship with the boy's spiritual and physical life, and must be adapted more to his needs. Not
until the attitude of the boy is sympathetic toward
music may we teach him anything. The teaching of notation must be delayed until the boy senses the need
of it. Unless the boy wants to learn how to read music, most of the energy spent in teaching this unwelcome skill is wasteful, quite. futile, and possibly
harmful.l
Dr. Kwalwasser's negative remarks arise no doubt
from the unfortunate fact that in the past some teachers
did not understand how to deal with the boy whose voice
was changing.

He was treated as if he were afflicted with

a strange disease and often was not allowed to sing.

That

idea has been gradually dispelled because teachers have
come to realize that it is boys and girls with whom they
are dealing, and not voices.

When a sincere attempt is

made to understand the problem, the realization comes
that there is actually no problem at all and what seemed
a problem was a lack of understanding.

Boys must be made

to feel that the voice change is a perfectly natural and
logical occurence and that when full development has taken
place the voice will settle into a lower pitch and nothing

l Jacob Kwalwasser, Problems !n. Public School
Music, {New York: Witmark and Sons, 1932), pp. 41-45.
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in the nature of a break will be noticeable.
The material should be of such a character that
boys will be glad to sing it and the teacher will be glad
to conduct it.

This applies particularly to the words,

the title of the song and the word text often having quite
as much to do with the attitude toward the song as does
the music.

Adolescent boys think they are men--or near-

men at any rate.

They want to smoke and shave and swear

because they feel that these are manly activities.

So they

shrink from song that seem to deal with matters that may
be of deep concern to women, but which they feel have
little place in the lives of the men they know.
Choose songs often, therefore, for their vitality
both of words and of music.
sentimental or suggestive.

Avoid songs that are mushily
Look for adult texts and fa-

vor especially such songs as men are known to enjoy singing; occasionally take time for "barbershopping", since
this is a distinctly male phase of vocal music.
The teacher must use special skill in the case of
the boy's singing, especially when his voice begins to
change.

The modern plan of encouraging the boy to sing

a lower part as his voice develops lower tones has helped
greatly, for above all else the boy wants to be a man-or in any event to be recognized as different from the
girl.

So he welcomes the chance to use his lower tones
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on an appropriate part--if possible called bass--just
as a little later he will eagerly begin to use a razor on
his chin, even before it is--strictly speaking--necessary.
The boy's vocal organ at twelve, thirteen or fourteen is apt to be in a highly unsatisfactory state, and
voices are in such different stages of development that
it makes it almost impossible for them to achieve any real
unity of tone blending.
When he enters the seventh grade, the adolescent
boy is still a boy, and frequently his voice is as high
and as clear as ever.

By the end of the twelfth grade it

has completely changed to a more or less settled man's
voice.

So upon the teacher of junior and senior high

school music falls the responsibility of guiding the boy
during what is not only the most difficult vocal period
of his entire life, but also the most trying in other respects.

When the voice begins to change it acquires low-

er pitches at first which are not resonant, so the changing voice frequently has a "hollow", rather unpleasant
quality.

At this stage the voice usually does not blend

well with other voices, and musically the boy alto and the
boy alto-tenor are difficult to deal with.

And yet it is

dangerous to allow the boy to stop singing during this
period because if he stops he is very likely never to
start again.

So, in spite of the fact that the adolescent
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boy's voice is often unsatisfactory from a musical standpoint and that a glee club composed of boys in the early
adolescent stage does not yield the teacher any great amount of artistic inspiration, yet for various reasons it
is good that a junior high school boy's glee club should
be organized.
A boy with a changing voice should not be asked
to sing unison songs an octave lower.

This merely forces

him into a premature bass and may explain, to some extent,
the dearth of tenors in senior high schools.

If the boy

if kept within his own range, there is no break, but if
his voice is forced ou~side of its range even one tone, a
break will be apparent.

Some unison songs may need to be

transposed in such a way that sections clearly marked for
them can be sung by tenors and basses.
Never embarrass these boys; make them realize
their importance in the over-all choral picture.

Feature

them occasionally in group singing; let them boom out to
give a feeling of importance.
Robert W. Winslow of the University of Minnesota
states that:
In most cases where the larynx undergoes gradual change in growth, it is usually possible for the
boy to sing throughout the period of mutation with
satisfactory results and without endangering the future use of the voice. Imformed school music teachers
strive to bring about a gradual change in the boy's
voice and by so doing assist in circumventing the extreme congestion of the larynx which is referred to as
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the "break". Where great skill and care is exercised
in keeping the boy's voice flexible and free, the
shift is very often imperceptible from soprano to alto,
alto to alto-tenor, and alto-tenor to the changed
voice. It has been claimed that voices which change
in this way often become tenor or high baritone. Be
that as it may, it is our duty as teachers to assiet
the boy in avoiding the condit~ons which congest the
voice and cause it to "break".
Winslow suggests two ways in which music teachers
may help prepare for the voice change.

First, they may

assist by assigning the low parts to boys interchangeably
only up to the sixth grade.

Secondly they may test voices

frequently during, and just before, adolescence.

When the

symtoms of the changing voice period appear, the teacher
should continually assign the boy to appropriate parts
which he can sing with ease, and material should be selected which does not require special vocal exertion such as
wide range, long sustained notes and passages, and extremes
in dynamics.

Above all, boys should not be assigned to

baritone and bass parts prematurely, but should be given
every opportunity to sing as high as they can with freedom and ease.3
Most of the difficulty can be removed if the teacher of music is wise enough to detect changing voices and
to place them on the singing part most suited to them.
2 Robert W. Winslow, "Cultivating the Male Voice",
Educational Music Magazine, 25:23-25, November 1945.

3 Ibid., p. 25.
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Thie practice necessitates constant care and may result
in the boy changing from one part to another several times
during the year.

Interest grows or lags according to the

teacher's ability to place each voice where freedom and
ease in part singing are most possible.

Because of the

rapidity with which changes often occur in a boy's voice,
however, it is important that they be encouraged to come
to the teacher for another test whenever they think a
change has occurred, or when the parts they are singing
become uncomfortable.

For the test to apply to the sub-

ject of boys' singing in school during the "break" is:
Can they sing without strain or push? Can they sing easily or does it hurt?
It should be emphasized that any changing voice is,
to a great extent, a new instrument, which presents unfamiliar and difficult problems to its owner.
ticularly so at the beginning of adolescence.

This is parAnd it should

be remembered that the fact that a boy possesses a good
voice is no guarantee either that he will or will not have
a good voice when he becomes a man.

The change in the lar-

ynx is so great that a virtually new vocal organ is the result.

But many vocal authorities believe that it is psy-

chologically and vocally beneficial for all to sing if tones
are produced freely, if periods are brief, and if songs are
within a limited range.

Experience has shown that, under

wise instruction, singing not only conserves and develops
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voices, but maintains and stimulates interest in music
generally.

Moreover, it is a wholesome means of self-

expression.
John Redfield presents the following rather revolutionary vocal doctrine:
If the boy continued singing as a soprano
throughout the "breaking" period, he would carry over
into adult manhood all the-soprano singing ability acquired during his youth, and remain a soprano all his
life--probably superior to most female sopranos because of the greater size of the male resonance chambers as compared with those of the female. His continued use of his soprano voice would have nothing
whatever to do with his acquisition of a bass, baritone, or tenor, either for or against. He would, of
course, know little about voice production with respect to this male voice, and, if he wished to acquire also a male singing voice, he would have to
study the "placement" of the fundamental male notes
of that voice in precisely the same way that would
be necessary if he were to drop his soprano voice in
favor of his male voice. If he acquired a male singing voice also, and continued the use of his boy 1 s
voice as well, he would, throughout his adult manhood, be the possessor of two distinct singing voices;
his original soprano or contralto boy's voice, somewhat enriched in tone quality because of the lengthened vocal cords, not quite so "white" in color as
during boyhood, and also whatever male voice he might
subsequently develop, whether bass, baritone, or tenor.
The use of his soprano or contralto voice by the adult
male would be a question of personal taste to be determined by each individual singer as might suit his
personal inclination: but I am inclined to believe
that adult male sopranos and contraltos would, generally speaking, be superior to female sopranos and
contraltoe'because of their greater resonance and
their more "dramatic" tone quality. Coloratura male
sopranos would probably be rare, but males with "dra•
matic" soprano voices would be common.4

:~ conclusion, junior high school boys are of
4 Redfield, 22• ~ . , pp. 276-277.
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all sizes.

Some are short, chubby fellows who easily

could be taken for fifth graders; others are big six-footers;

there are boys in every stage of physical develop-

ment between these two groups.

They all may be the same

age, or nearly so; but height and physical development
have more to do with voice condition than does age.
The speaking voice places a boy in one of three
groups:

(1) the unchanged voice of soprano or alto qual-

ity, (2) the changing voice which indicates alto-tenor,
or (3) a changed voice which almost certainly places him
in a baritone group.

The changed tenor in junior high is

a rare voice.

A capable teacher never classifies all the boys
in the seventh grade as altos, all the eighth grade as
alto-tenors, and all the ninth grade as tenors, baritones,
or basses.
that.

The problem of placement is not so simple as

Faulty assignment of voices results in waning in-

terest in part singing.
Constant contact must be maintained through adolescent years or singing will lose its hold.

Boys allowed

to rest while the voice changes seldom regain the singing
habit.

This disastrous rest period, coming as it does

during the boy's most impressionable years, often strengthens his conviction that he "can't sing" or "has no voice".
In the junior high school years a boy's musical in-
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terest and his singing should be continuous if he is to
select and elect singing in the senior high school.

There

is a serious difference in the number of boys and girls
electing high school singing.

We must strive for a contin-

ued use of the boy's singing voice through the voice-changing period.
In the seventh grade unison songs, as well as twoand three-part harmony should be presented.

In the eighth

grade four-part singing should be added to the unison, two-,
and three-part songs.

In the ninth grade, a goodly amount

of unison singing should be continued along with work in
two-, three-, and four-parts.
Many a boy who develops an intense dislike for
music, and especially vocal music, might become a more interested contributor during the music class if the music
teacher would but consider him to be the young man he considers himself to be, and build a sensible music program
suited to the interests of young men.
Not every day will the boy whose voice is changing
be able or willing to sing; and the teacher who forces such
an individual to perform is defeating one of the primary
objectives of school music--enjoyment.
The success with which boys are guided through
junior high school music classes hinges to a great degre~
on the musical experiences of the elementary school; but
a great deal of this success will depend on the patience,

~

understanding, and common sense with which the junior high
school music teacher meets the problem of the changing
voice, and the physiological and psychological changes related to it.
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